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Outline

• Goal: broad strokes overview for intuition 

• What is Artificial Intelligence? 

• Quiz Bowl Introduction 

• Text Representation 

• Deep Learning for content models (guessing) 

• Feature Extraction 

• Reinforcement Learning for buzzing



What is Artificial Intelligence?



What is Artificial Intelligence?

• Wiki: AI is the intelligence exhibited by machines or software


• John McCarthy: science and engineering of making intelligent machines


• What is intelligence?


• Ability to learn or understand the world to make decisions in new or difficult 
situations



Machine Learning: design and development of 
algorithms to evolve behavior based on data



Classification: Spam Email



Machine Learning



Games: Intelligent Agents

Given knowledge of gameplay and current game 
How do you play?



Quiz Bowl

• Two teams play against each other 

• Moderator reads question 

• When team knows the answer “buzz” in 

• Correct guesses award points, wrong guesses let 
other team see entire question 

• Thousands of teams in US
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Pyramidal Clues

• With Leo Szilard, he invented a doubly-eponymous refrigerator 
with no moving parts. He did not take interaction with neighbors 
into account when formulating his theory of heat capacity, so 
Debye adjusted the theory for low temperatures. His summation 
convention automatically sums repeated indices in tensor 
products. His name is attached to the A and B coefficients for 
spontaneous and stimulated emission, the subject of one of his 
multiple groundbreaking 1905 papers. He further developed the 
model of statistics sent to him by Bose to describe particles with 
integer spin. For 10 points, who is this German physicist best 
known for formulating the special and general theories of relativity? 

• Albert Einstein



Quiz Bowl vs Jeopardy? IBM Watson vs QANTA?



IBM Watson



QANTA: Question Answering is Not a Trivial Activity



Similarities and Differences

• Differences 

• Jeopardy: answer questions only at the end 

• Quiz Bowl: decide after each word 

• Quiz Bowl is pyramidal 

• Humans think more like QANTA than Watson 

• Why?



QANTA Overview
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Action
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Datasets

• Quiz Bowl Questions


• ~200,000 questions


• ~10,000 unique answers


• ~2,000 answers have 5 or more questions


• Wikipedia


• 50GB Decompressed (text)


• Network/Graph Structure



Incremental Learning

• Ordinary algorithms assume all of X is known at once 

• How does Quiz Bowl differ? 

• Receive input X “incrementally”, one word at a time 

• Quiz Bowl Task doesn’t cleanly fit into single prediction 

• How do we deal with that? 

• What other tasks are like this?



Quiz Bowl Task

• Overall: return the correct answer as soon as possible 

• Break the problem down 

• What should we answer with? 

• When should we answer the question? 

• Treat as Markov Decision Process



Markov Decision Process

• Framework for modeling decision-making in situations 
where outcomes are partly random and partly under 
control of decision-maker



Quiz Bowl Markov Decision Process

• We have control of when we can buzz 

• We have control of what we answer 

• Don’t have control over when opponent answers 

• Don’t have control over quality of next “clue” 

• Do I risk letting opponent answer for more information?



Two Steps to Answering Questions

• Given a question 

• Generate a set of guesses (deep learning + reranking) 

• Buzz if confident (reinforcement learning + model) 

• Deep learning? 

• Reranking? 

• Reinforcement Learning?



How can we represent text numerically?
• With Leo Szilard, he invented a doubly-eponymous refrigerator with no moving parts. He did not take 

interaction with neighbors into account when formulating his theory of heat capacity, so Debye adjusted 
the theory for low temperatures. His summation convention automatically sums repeated indices in 
tensor products. His name is attached to the A and B coefficients for spontaneous and stimulated 
emission, the subject of one of his multiple groundbreaking 1905 papers. He further developed the 
model of statistics sent to him by Bose to describe particles with integer spin. For 10 points, who is this 
German physicist best known for formulating the special and general theories of relativity?

Relativity

Physics

German

Temperature

0 0.175 0.35 0.525 0.7

?



One Hot Encoding Vectors

Text Vector

• Represent text as a |V| size vector (vocabulary size) 

• 1s mark word presence, 0s absence 

• Problems? 

• Sparse, wasteful representation, especially for n-grams 

• No notion of similarity of words with each other



Context Matters!

• From Wikipedia (with some editing)


• “Albert Einstein developed the general theory of relativity”


• “This led to the development of Einstein’s special theory of relativity”


• For 10 points, who is this German physicist best known for 
formulating the special and general theories of relativity? 

• The wiki page on Einstein is pretty similar to the question 
so the “distance” between the vectors should be small 

• n-grams alone can’t capture the level of similarity desired



Context Dependent Vectors

• “You shall know a word by the company it keeps” -J. R. Firth 

• Track co-occurrence of words 

• Problem: expensive to compute 

• Recent solution: word2vec



Word2Vec (Mikolov 2013)

• Idea: sliding “context” window around current center word 

• Maximize probability of any context given center word



Word2Vec: Objectives



Word2Vec: Model



Word2Vec (Mikolov 2013)



Word2Vec



QANTA Embedding

• Einstein

• Heisenberg

• Max Planck

• American Civil War

• Zelda

• Germany

• Quantum Mechanics

Question Text
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admiral
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AMOD
VMOD DOBJ

Figure 2: Dependency parse of a sentence from a question about Sparta.

positionality over the standard rnn model by
taking into account relation identity along with
tree structure. We include an additional d⇥ d

matrix, Wv, to incorporate the word vector xw
at a node into the node vector hn.
Given a parse tree (Figure 2), we first com-

pute leaf representations. For example, the
hidden representation hhelots is

hhelots = f(Wv · xhelots + b), (1)

where f is a non-linear activation function such
as tanh and b is a bias term. Once all leaves
are finished, we move to interior nodes with
already processed children. Continuing from
“helots” to its parent, “called”, we compute

hcalled =f(WDOBJ · hhelots +Wv · xcalled
+ b). (2)

We repeat this process up to the root, which is

hdepended =f(WNSUBJ · heconomy +WPREP · hon
+Wv · xdepended + b). (3)

The composition equation for any node n with
children K(n) and word vector xw is hn =

f(Wv · xw + b+
X

k2K(n)

WR(n,k) · hk), (4)

where R(n, k) is the dependency relation be-
tween node n and child node k.

3.2 Training

Our goal is to map questions to their corre-
sponding answer entities. Because there are
a limited number of possible answers, we can
view this as a multi-class classification task.
While a softmax layer over every node in the
tree could predict answers (Socher et al., 2011;
Iyyer et al., 2014), this method overlooks that
most answers are themselves words (features)
in other questions (e.g., a question on World

War II might mention the Battle of the Bulge
and vice versa). Thus, word vectors associated
with such answers can be trained in the same
vector space as question text,2 enabling us to
model relationships between answers instead
of assuming incorrectly that all answers are
independent.

To take advantage of this observation, we
depart from Socher et al. (2014) by training
both the answers and questions jointly in a
single model, rather than training each sep-
arately and holding embeddings fixed during
dt-rnn training. This method cannot be ap-
plied to the multimodal text-to-image mapping
problem because text captions by definition are
made up of words and thus cannot include im-
ages; in our case, however, question text can
and frequently does include answer text.

Intuitively, we want to encourage the vectors
of question sentences to be near their correct
answers and far away from incorrect answers.
We accomplish this goal by using a contrastive
max-margin objective function described be-
low. While we are not interested in obtaining a
ranked list of answers,3 we observe better per-
formance by adding the weighted approximate-
rank pairwise (warp) loss proposed in Weston
et al. (2011) to our objective function.

Given a sentence paired with its correct an-
swer c, we randomly select j incorrect answers
from the set of all incorrect answers and denote
this subset as Z. Since c is part of the vocab-
ulary, it has a vector xc 2 We. An incorrect
answer z 2 Z is also associated with a vector
xz 2 We. We define S to be the set of all nodes
in the sentence’s dependency tree, where an
individual node s 2 S is associated with the

2Of course, questions never contain their own answer
as part of the text.

3In quiz bowl, all wrong guesses are equally detri-
mental to a team’s score, no matter how “close” a guess
is to the correct answer.

=
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QANTA Vector Space
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edward_the_confessor
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treaty_of_waitangi

zebulon_pike
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john_tyler andrew_jackson
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james_buchanan

george_washington

herbert_hoover
william_howard_taft

thomas_jefferson

martin_van_buren

john_adams



Another approach: Neural Bag of Words

• Turns out a much simpler model works almost as well 

• Neural bag of words: sum vectors together 

• Train using a deep learning method



QANTA Overview

Question

Vector Guesser
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Wait

Action

Guesses Score
Einstein 0.4
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Alan Turing 0.002
CU Boulder 0.0001
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Deep Learning
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Search
Vector Vector Logistic 

Regression

Top 
Guess



Neural Networks and Deep Learning



Perceptron (like Logistic Regression)



Neural Network

Input

Prediction



Neural Networks

• Related to Perceptron 

• Instead of outputting 0 or 1, feed into another perceptron 

• Stack these “deep” and its called deep learning 

• Next: 

• Binary and Multiclass Classification 

• Training Neural Networks



Neural Networks: Compose many perceptrons

Is it a cat?



Recurrent Neural Network



Generating Guesses

Einstein Question

[x0,x1,…xn]

x0

x1
x2

Einstein

Heisenberg

y0

y1

• Vectorize question using average 

• Feed into neural network 

• Pick highest y (out of all answers)



Softmax

• LR is binary 

• QB has ~2,000 to ~10,000 answers 

• Softmax is a generalization given K classes



Training Neural Networks

• First lets write down the neural network math



Cross Entropy Loss

• Need a way to grade our algorithm’s performance 

• C classes, N data, y is true label and y-hat is prediction 

• When is this minimized?



Training: How can we minimize the loss?



Training

• Evaluate data x and get a loss from L 

• Calculate the gradient of the loss function (backprop) 

• Update the weights using the gradient and loss



Summary

• Deep Learning used to go from embedding to answer 

• Softmax generalizes binary loss 

• Cross Entropy Loss 

• There is a lot more going on here…
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Reranking Guesses with Other Features



QANTA Features

• Language Model 

• Binary Features: gender, answer present,… 

• Wikipedia “lookup” 

• Category Features



Language Model

• Probabilistic Model 

• How likely is the sequence of words? 

• Assuming a bag of words model (order doesn’t matter) 

• Use Markov Property, why?

Unigram



Language Model

• How does this help quiz bowl? 

• Condition on what guess is being considered

Score



Classification Features

• Is the answer present in the question? 

• Is the question about a male or female? 

• What is the question category?



Wikipedia

• Idea: “Wikify” the text and look for potential answer
• With Leo Szilard, he invented a doubly-eponymous refrigerator 

with no moving parts. He did not take interaction with neighbors 
into account when formulating his theory of heat capacity, so 
Debye adjusted the theory for low temperatures. His summation 
convention automatically sums repeated indices in tensor 
products. His name is attached to the A and B coefficients for 
spontaneous and stimulated emission, the subject of one of his 
multiple groundbreaking 1905 papers. He further developed the 
model of statistics sent to him by Bose to describe particles with 
integer spin. For 10 points, who is this German physicist best 
known for formulating the special and general theories of relativity? 

• Albert Einstein



When to Guess?

• Given X predict Y 

• X: all data about the question 

• Y: guess or wait 

• Example: when should I sell my stock? 

• Quiz Bowl:when should we buzz?



Human Guesses

Number of Tokens Revealed

A
cc
ur
ac
y

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

40 60 80 100

Total

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000



What does this say about factors to balance?

• How accurate are you? 

• How much will your accuracy increase? 

• How accurate is your opponent? 

• How much will your opponent’s accuracy increase? 

• How aggressive is your opponent?



We could mimic humans?



We could learn from experience like humans



What is important?

• Need to explore possible options 

• Need to exploit good sequences of actions 

• Need to develop a strategy for playing the game (policy) 

• How can we learn this? 

• Replay many games 

• Learn by trial and error



Google DeepMind playing Atari



Reinforcement Learning

• S: set of environmental states 

• sentence/word position, information about question 

• A: set of actions -> Buzz or Wait 

• Rules determine rewards from going one state to another 

• Buzzing incorrectly loses points 

• Waiting too long loses points 

• Examples: chess, checkers, …



RL for Buzzing

State 1 State 2 State 2 …… State N

• N word sentence, State=all we know about question 

• Is this really all the states? How do you assign credit for reward?

a=wait a=wait a=wait

State Correct 
Buzz

State 
Wrong Buzz

0 reward
10 reward

-5 reward



Q Learning

• Method for evaluating actions given current state 

• Iterative algorithm, Q represents our model 

• Lets unpack this!



Deep Q Learning

• Q is a lookup table, which means its S x A 

• What if S is extremely large like in Atari and QB? 

• 84x84, 256 gray levels, consider last 4 frames 

• 256^(84x84x4)=10^67970 states…. thats big 

• Instead, let Q be a machine learned model 

• Deep Q Learning: model is deep neural network



QANTA Overview

Question

Vector Guesser

Buzz
Wait

Action

Guesses Score
Einstein 0.4

Heisenburg 0.3
Alan Turing 0.002
CU Boulder 0.0001

Language

Deep Learning

Features
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Guess



Future Work

• QANTA 

• Wikipedia network properties for guessing 

• Knowledge bases and relational queries 

• Reinforcement Learning and Opponent Modeling 

• Alexa Prize: conversational AI



Thanks!

• NSF: Bayesian Thinking on Your Feet 

• github.com/EntilZha 

• QANTA: github.com/Pinafore/qb 

• UC Berkeley CS188 Course Materials 

• About Me: pedrorodriguez.io 

• Contact: p.rodriguez@colorado.edu

http://www.umiacs.umd.edu/~jbg/projects/IIS-1320538.html
https://github.com/EntilZha
https://github.com/Pinafore/qb
http://ai.berkeley.edu/home.html
http://pedrorodriguez.io
mailto:p.rodriguez@colorado.edu?subject=
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